2008 toyota highlander towing package

A tow package gives vehicles the ability to pull a significant amount of weight. Tow packages
are extremely useful if you intend to pull recreational vehicles such as boats, campers or ATVs
or machinery such as tractors or construction equipment behind your vehicle. Factory tow
packages are available on newer models of the Toyota Highlander and can also be added on an
after-market basis. This article will provide you with step-by-step details on how to add an after
market tow package to your Toyota Highlander. Insert the Class II tow hitch into the hitch
receiver on the Highlander's rear bumper. Secure the hitch in place by inserting the steel pin
through the holes on the receiver and the tow hitch. If necessary, use the hammer to tap the
steel pin into place. Replace the Highlander's factory battery with the amp battery. Open the
hood and pry off the battery cover using a flat head screwdriver if necessary. Unscrew the
wiring caps on the existing battery and remove them. Slide the new battery in place and
re-screw the wiring caps using your hands. Fasten the wiring harness to the underside of the
Highlander's rear bumper, directly under the hitch receiver. Use the four 8-inch steel bolts and
the adjustable wrench to secure the harness in place. Attach two of the pin connectors to the
fuses for each of the Highlander's rear brake lights. The fuses for the rear brake lights are
located directly above the rear wheel-wells. Twist the wires of the pin connectors around each
fuse and crimp them securely in place using your hands. Attach the final two pin connectors to
the body of the wiring harness. These two pin connectors will attach to the wiring of your trailer
and will operate the trailer's brake lights. Remove the Highlander's factory mirrors using the
adjustable wrench. Use the wrench to loosen the bottom of the mirrors, and then unscrew the
mirrors with your hand. Hand-screw the tow mirrors into place, then tighten them with the
adjustable wrench. This article was written by a professional writer, copy edited and fact
checked through a multi-point auditing system, in efforts to ensure our readers only receive the
best information. To submit your questions or ideas, or to simply learn more, see our about us
page: link below. Step 2 Replace the Highlander's factory battery with the amp battery. Step 3
Fasten the wiring harness to the underside of the Highlander's rear bumper, directly under the
hitch receiver. Step 4 Attach two of the pin connectors to the fuses for each of the Highlander's
rear brake lights. Step 5 Attach the final two pin connectors to the body of the wiring harness.
You can order the Class II receiver hitch, the wiring harness and the tow mirrors from Toyota or
from an after market car parts supplier. Class II tow hitch 6-inch steel pin Hammer amp battery
Wiring harness with 4-pin connectors Four 8-inch steel bolts Large tow mirrors Adjustable
wrench. If you have an older Toyota Highlander with a 2. The 2. It is best to take your car to a
professional mechanic for this purpose. There are a few things that can make a huge
differenence when towing one is an overload shock with a coil spring around it and a heavy
duty shock for the front. This helps smooth out the vehicle getting rocked back and forth and
pushing you all around as the weight changes from uphill to down hill and on cornering. A one
horse trailer and tack should be no problem I suggest for many reasons look into an aluminum
trailer for obvious reasons but aside from that your toyota should tow pretty well with the right
set up. It will say it in your owners manual if you have a towing package some people just have
a hitch put on their car and don't get the package if you have the package it has a lb towing
capacity. Trending News. Tiger Woods seriously injured in rollover car crash. Judd makes hour
trek home after shattering leg. FOMO trend is fueling a homebuying surge. COVID pushes some
with eating disorders to get help. For Tiger Woods, golf is secondary at this point. Gerard
Depardieu charged with rape, sex assault in Paris. Poll: Partisan divide over vaccine acceptance
grows. Do you know your privilege? An eye-opening lesson. Official on Woods: He's 'very
fortunate' to be alive. Answer Save. This Site Might Help You. RE: towing capacity on at toyota
highlander? How do you think about the answers? You can sign in to vote the answer. Still have
questions? Get your answers by asking now. A majority of all used US imports have either been
in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are
subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from
thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting
stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has
been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid
expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world
to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than
14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources,
including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car
dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information,
CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the
service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in
10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks
"Babs" is now with us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars?

Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better
purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular
blog articles How to detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring
types of fraud in the selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage
fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an
impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American
used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car?
CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains the importance of the service history of a
car, as well as where you can find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search. It
looks like you're new here. If you want to get involved, click one of these buttons! Howdy,
Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in.
Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. July Any positive or negitive experieces???
September I have a highlander hybrid and am about to have a 16' airstream trailer. I've started to
look at hitches online and have a couple of questions Does anyone know if the hitch available
through Toyota has a tongue weight limit of lbs or lbs. I asked my local Toyota dealer and got
no answer. Congratulations on the Airstream! We have very found memories of the one we had,
and know you will have a blast with it. There are a number of shared towing experiences within
this thread it does meander quite a bit. All, including my own, have been very positive. Toyota
specs for '06 HH 4wdi: lbs max payload, lbs max trailer weight. Curb weight of this HH limited:
lbs. With hp net, you get With my '93 GMC Suburban, it was The HH 2wd eliminates the rear
wheel motor, increasing your payload, but reducing your net horsepower a bit. In terms of
maximum towing capacity, I suspect the GMC was more powerful March I'll add my two cents to
this thread. I towed my glider trailer last weekend with a HH 4wd. Glider trailers are tricky to tow
because of their length 28' and the fact that they have a lot of sail area. Weight is about lbs. The
rig was rock solid in mountainous terrain with a 25 mph crosswind. Was at least as good as my
previous vehicle, a Grand Cherokee. I am quite pleased with the performance. Overall, I am
getting about MPG. As others have mentioned, the HiHy has extraordinary power for its lb tow
rating. The is another story - same engine, extra pounds, and a lb tow rating. Absolutely, with a
10, lb rating, this GMC was designed for heavy duty hauling. Unfortunately, its ICE was rated at
hp rpm. The vehicle curb weight was lbs. Patience was always needed when towing. October
RE: As others have mentioned, the HiHy has extraordinary power for its lb tow rating. Does the
'08 really have a 5,lb tow rating??? I can't verify that anywhere - Toyota's website,etc. I am
anxious to find out -- It will make a difference in whether or not we purchase the HiHy. The
Highlander Hybrid still tows only lbs. So the car still does not have enough continuous torque
to tow. This is the only time I wish they do not detune the V6 in the hybrid model. Make this a hp
monster with electronic speed limit at MPH but let the V6 have the full gas-powered hp torque to
tow lbs. Ah well, I am dreaming Our other car is a Prius to even out the carbon footprint playing
field! Now that you have been at it for a while do you have any further insights and does the HH
still do the job with the Airstream. I would love to prove the doubters wrong and buy a
Highlander Hybrid for the Bambi. Do you still feel the same as your previous posting and what
exactly should I do to modify the HH for towing the Bambi. Thanks so much for any input you
have and I commend you on making the hybrid work with the Bambi. I await your reply. Hi, I
notice our posts are really old, dating back to last year, so I will chime in. We bought a Toyota
hitch and necessary gear for the '06 HH and had a local shop install the whole thing. It seemed
simple enough to do it myself but too busy. We have not towed something as large as an
Airstream but we have tow trailers totaling about lbs for ranch work and no problem so far. This
is in Northern CA, Mt. Shasta, Mt. Lassen area so the roads are windy and mountainous. Our '06
has no problem taking this load and maintaining posted speed. We do slow to MPH when
towing on freeways. Absolutely no problem. THis is using an old low-tech tow bar. Starting from
a dead stop is not a problem especially when the hybrid pack is fully charged. There is more
than enough torque to get things rolling. I am used to an old V8 and this HH easily beats our V8.
Mileage will come down though, especially in mountainous terrain. The ''08 HH are heavier than
the '06 HH so in terms of stability, the car provides excellent damping. As ijimii wrote, be sure to
get good tow bars. Newer models now work to control swaying and so on. They are worth every
penny when towing something like a camper. We will be getting one of these to replace our old
bar after some more research. Hope this helps a bit. April If you want to get an aftermarket
hitch, view this youtube link and it will show you how to install. I got lucky and forced the sales
person at Toyota to toss in a toyota hitch to make the deal. They were 12 cars off their number
for the month. I have a boat and trailer that weights lbs. How will this Hybrid pull my boat?
Looking at purchasing this vehicle but concerned with damaging the engine or batteries. Any
concerns with this. Any issue with towing to the designed limit. Someone posted here that he
tows an Airstream forgot model. If that is close to lbs, it may address your concern? You can

look on AirStream site for their specifications and look back through this thread to find his
posts. We have now towed up to lb without problems. If this old trailer of ours were bigger and
heavier duty, I will have no qualm pushing the weight to lbs. We have towed on mountain
freeways Northern CA - Redding, Shasta area and no detectable problems at all. Our '06 HH
performs normally and we are confident it can tow up to rated load. Except for the need to slow
down and be safe when towing, we have detected nothing of concern from the engine and the
battery pack. The engine runs fine as usual, oil change is miles Synthetic and I did not see any
early darkening or thinning. Brakes work fine and no excessive wear as of last service about 1
month ago. Our tires do wear out faster though but we also drive a lot of dirt and nasty ranch
roads. We normally have only two adults in the car when towing and few gear in the trunk. If you
load up the car with people, gear and such, please do estimate the weight and see if it impacts
the tow-rating. Hope that helps a bit. I have a '08 HH and plan on installing a trailer hitch. I can
purchase the wiring harness on line at a significant discount from the dealer price. I need to
know how to install the wiring. I understand that the harness just plugs into the HH wiring, but
where is the access and how difficult is this? I have viewed the hitch installation video on
YouTube. This answered many questions on the exact steps for installation, including resolving
some common problems. May I have a HiHy and want to tow my boat with it. Add a full tank of
gas and it's another lbs. Also, at that weight, will the car be strong enough to get the thing up
the ramp and out of the water? November Just towed a lb. No problems. It is a hybrid. See my
carspace page for a small picture. Took the grades easily. I watched the video on etrailer. But
I'm assuming that the factory hitch installation might be a bit more involved. I'm not installing
the electrical connection, since I'll just be using it for a bike rack. Can anyone give me some
advice on what differences exist between installing the factory hitch and the aftermarket one?
I'm fairly handy and have most tools I think I'll need but if you think I'd be foolish to attempt it
myself, that advice would be welcomed, too. I found the info I needed I ended up resting it on an
increasing pile of bricks until it was close enough for me to get the bolts in. I didn't bother with
an electrical harness since I only use it for a bike rack. Good luck. Thanks for the info, Steve. I
suspect that installing the hitch on my HL will be every bit as difficult as what you encountered
on your I'm picking the hitch up next week so I'll start scouting around for some bricks! Like
you, I'm not installing the electrical harness as I only carry my bike rack. Hope you're in a
warmer climate than Colorado. The hitch installation is a warm weather job. Let me know how it
goes. I have the factory installed hitch on my 09 HH and it looks great. But there's nothing like
the smell of freshly busted knuckles in the morning :P. February I towed my travel trailer lbs
from Mi. Grade was really steep on the way back through Missouri. My hybrid hy had no trouble
with power to pass other vehicles. Should not be any problem with your boat. June Gentle folk;
My family has a Hylander hybrid and I need to install a trailer hitch to support a bike rack. Can
anyone recommend a make, model number and source? Many thanks, David. Have the dealer
install the one they have for the hylander. I think it was fairly inexpensive and you don't have to
get your hands dirty. Call them for the make and model of the hitch. I am curious. We have an 07
Hybrid Highlander and just installed hitch. Do you have a electric brake controller hooked up?
When we did, we found that the ABS and Stability dash lights come on. The electric brake was
working great but the hybrid braking system isn't working thus not recharging the battery even
when the RV isn't hooked up. So this so that the hybrid braking system could continue to wor?.
MN does not require e-brakes We are going to unhook the E-Brake until we find out for sure and
hope that by doing it, we are able to restore the brake system. To use or not to use the
electronic braking system. Yes,I have a brake controller[electric] installed. When it was installed
by the rv dealer the exact warning lights you describe came on. I took my hybrid to the toyota
dealer and they told me that the brake wiring harness had been unplugged and then plugged
back in. The rv installer had done this so he could hook up the controller to the brake wiring. A
sensor had been tripped when this was done and needed to be reset by toyota. Once the reset
was done everything worked fine. Also make sure there are 40 amp fuses installed in the power
feed coming off the vehicle battery for protection. Have toyota check the wiring install for you.
You should have the brake controller in case you leave MN. I almost got a TADA but the interior
ht. My trailer is lbs. June edited June I would recommend having Toyota install a trailer hitch on
your Highlander Highbred. I installed my hitch myself and have had no problems over the past
year and a half. Well my car died and I had to have it towed to the dealer. They said I need a new
power inverter I called and complained to Toyota after several calls they said I caused the
problem because the Highlander is considered a Passenger Vehicle. Once I put the hitch on and
hauled a trailer with it, it has become a service vehicle. They said I should have had the dealer
put a hitch on and do an engine modification to allow me to haul. I have hauled less then 1,
pounds trailer and a small riding lawn mower. The manual states a hauling capability of 3,
pounds and I called the dealer and talked to them before I did it. They opined there would be no

problems as long as I did not exceed the weight listed in my owners manual. I just had a RV
dealer install the receiver, brake control and sway control on our 08 HH. I had the experience
where the ABS was out of wack. The dealer in MI reset the computer and that part is working
well I think. I drove the lbs. No burning or overheating. I only tapped the brakes once the whole
5 mile trip down never exceeding 60 mph. I called my local dealer and they told me its the regen
system compensating for the extra load. I would tend to agree, but after seeing this forum, I am
re thinking this. Any insight would be greatly appreciated. I have towed lb travel trailer back and
forth MI. No problems whatsoever. Average 15mpg. I now have 62k on my HH. Everytime I take it
in for service I ask if I need new brakes. I say how can this be? They said because of the regen
system the pads can last over k on the HH. Where can I find this? Wiring harness came with my
09 HH hitch. Call your local Toyota parts person and ask if you can buy the harness separate
from them hitch. Toyota harnesses are fantastic but they may be hard to install by an in
experienced person. Interior panels needed to be removed to install wiring harness which
connects in the fuse panel and the rear bumper needed removed to install the hitch. With that all
said the Toyota hitch and wiring harness is worth the money. I had the R. The toy dealer told me
they would do it too. The toy dealer is probably the way to go as I do not think there is a plug in
jack on the 06 HH. Hello, I'm about to buy a HH I will want to tow my small camping trailer, about
lbs. I'm really confused if this is a good idea or not. Some people seem to not have any
problems and others have major problems. The car i am looking at doesn't have a per prep
towing package. It it nessary? Can it be added? I would also like to add electric brakes at some
point. Thank you for any comments or advice. The 06 can tow lbs with the prep package it
comes off the lot with. Add a hitch and brakes and you will have no problems. Don't buy a HH or
any other year. We have a Prius which is great and an HH which works but produces no real
savings. I am about to buy a Highlander for the family. I have a medium sized camper that,
honestly, has a fair amount of tongue weight since it has a storage compartment up front. I am
interested in the hybrid, but am concerned about its capacity to tow and about reliability - I can't
say I've knowingly ever seen one here in SW Michigan. I'd sure appreciate any advice. But a
"high" tow tongue weight might well make matters much worse. And remember that without self
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-braking of the tow during braking the torque "weight" will increase and lighten the front even
moreso. April edited April With FWD you're relying on ONLY the traction of the front tires for
both directional control, steering, and engine drive torque or compression braking. That's why
when things get dicey, icy, a FWD has such a strong tendency to plow, understear. The only
known correction for that situation is to quickly slow the vehicle and thereby reduce the
momentum that wants to take the weight of the vehicle in the direction it was just previously
traveling. In the olden days a light touch on the e-brake would help to do that. Nowadays VSC, if
you have it, automatically takes over the task of braking both rear wheels or braking only the
rear wheel that "swings" the pendulum in the direction you wish to go. Load up the rear of a
FWD and you have effectively reduced front tire traction. That situation gets even worse during
braking when the "weight" on the trailer hitch increases.

